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Welcome to Kitchen Matters
Those of you with a keen eye for detail
may have noticed that during last year
we changed our company name from
Steelplan Kitchens Ltd to Steelplan Ltd.
This change was due to the growth of
our sub contract manufacturing division
(Steelplan Products: www.steelplanp.com)
and the integration of a sister company
Aether Lighting (www.aetherlighting.com).
Thus Steelplan Ltd is now made up of
three divisions: Steelplan Kitchens
(incorporating Meraviglia Urbana),
Steelplan Products & Aether Lighting.
There is a lot of synergy between our
kitchen and lighting divisions and that
becomes very clear when you see that
both are increasingly being specified on
the same project. This is perfectly
showcased by our cover picture (also
below) of a recent project at Wonersh
& Shamley Green Primary School,
(designed by Plan A, Surrey) where
both product ranges can be seen in all
their glory in the same room!

Given the increasing regularity with
which Aether Lighting & Steelplan
Kitchens are being used by the same
specifiers and clients I thought it would
be interesting to give an overview of
Aether Lighting on the back page of
this issue. They have a totally separate
sales staff of lighting engineers but by
all means call your normal Kitchens
Area Surveyor for more information. For
a brief introduction to Aether Lighting
take a look at this YouTube video:
https://youtu.be/LAnO645JcvA
Exciting things are also afoot with our
commercial interiors kitchen brand
Meraviglia Urbana (or MURB for short).
MURB was used extensively
throughout a recent new build project
for the Royal Borough of Kensington
and Chelsea (designed by ECD
Architects, London SE1). They went for
a bespoke door carving using our
Impressions range for all the tea points

in the building. But our involvement went
further than just the kitchens, we also
supplied long banks of staff lockers with
an effective mix of door colours
combining our Flash white steel door
with carefully dotted doors selected
from our Olympic colours. We also
supplied colour co-ordinated wall
mounted acoustic panels.
I hope you find this latest copy of
Kitchen Matters interesting and if you
have any queries on either Steelplan
Kitchens, MURB or Aether Lighting then
please give us a call. Also, if you want to
keep up to date with the latest
happenings at Steelplan Kitchens then
please follow our twitter profile:
@steelplan.
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Lighting by Aether Lighting

Doors: Flash

Acoustic Panels

Malton Road
Our commercial interiors brand continues to go from strength
to strength…

Colour: White TX; Style: Impressions (Bespoke carving)

Colours: Flash, Coe, Thompson,
Holmes, Redgrave

Introducing Aether Lighting….
For further information please
contact Aether on:
tel: 020 8254 0094
e-mail: info@aetherlighting.com
@AetherLighting
youtu.be/LAnO645JcvA

Aether Lighting designs, manufactures and supplies architectural
and technical luminaires, offering both standard and bespoke
lighting solutions for a broad range of projects and industries,
throughout the UK and internationally.
Aether employs a strong partnership philosophy and as a result has
worked with a key core of repeat specifiers; ranging from international
architectural practices and lighting design agencies and
multidisciplinary building consultancies.
Recently completed projects include: Front of House lighting for
National Theatre, London Guildhall Art Museum, Stravanger
Konserthus, South Hampstead High School and the Royal Albert Hall.
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